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Abstract—Lossy compression algorithms are effective tools to
reduce the size of high-performance computing data sets. As es-
tablished lossy compressors such as SZ and ZFP evolve, they seek
to improve the compression/decompression bandwidth and the
compression ratio. Algorithm improvements may alter the spatial
distribution of errors in the compressed data even when using the
same error bound and error bound type. If HPC applications are
to compute on lossy compressed data, application users require an
understanding of how the performance and spatial distribution
of error changes. We explore how spatial distributions of error,
compression/decompression bandwidth, and compression ratio
change for HPC data sets from the applications PlasComCM and
Nek5000 between various versions of SZ and ZFP. In addition, we
explore how the spatial distribution of error impacts application
correctness when restarting from lossy compressed checkpoints.
We verify that known approaches to selecting error tolerances
for lossy compressed checkpointing are robust to compressor
selection and in the face of changes in the distribution of error.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing (HPC) systems and applica-
tions have become central to rapid advancement in many fields
of computational science and engineering, and can generate
terabytes of data. Due to limitations on the available storage
and I/O bandwidth on HPC systems, data reduction tech-
niques — e.g., compression and decimation — are effective
at reducing the volume of data written to the parallel file
system. However, lossless compression approaches such as
FPC [1], fp-zip [2], Gzip [3], and Zstd [4] cannot sufficiently
reduce this volume for HPC use cases. On the other hand,
lossy compression algorithms trade inaccuracies in the data
for larger reductions in data size [5], [6].

Exascale systems will put further pressure on the memory
system by increasing the total memory size of the system.
In addition, these systems are expected to be characterized
by lower mean-time between failures (MTBF) [7]. This puts
extra pressure on the file system to handle more frequent
checkpointing [8]. Current approaches to checkpoint-restart
effectively utilize the complex memory hierarchy [9]–[12].
Nonetheless, employing data compression reduces checkpoint
size and checkpointing time on all levels — i.e., local in-

memory, neighbor, burst buffer, and parallel file system.
Using lossy compression for checkpoint-restart poses

unique challenges for correctness. When a failure occurs
that necessitates recovery from a checkpoint, error exists in
the state variables that are used to advance the simulation.
Therefore, the magnitude and distribution of error in these
variables determines whether the restarted simulation advances
correctly. Prior approaches use trial-and-error to determine
what data can be lossy compressed and the acceptable error
bounds [13]–[15] or establishes bounds based on the simula-
tion’s numerical accuracy [16], [17].

As development on lossy compression algorithms pro-
gresses, developers seek to improve the compression band-
width, decompression bandwidth, and compression ratio of
their compressors. In pursuit of these goals, the magnitude
and distribution of error introduced in lossy compressed data
can change. Understanding how lossy compressors change
over time allows application users to understand how best
to validate results when restarting from lossy compressed
checkpoints (LCCs). If newer versions of a compressor yield
compression errors that are identical to the prior versions, then
little work is required to use the new version. However, if there
are noticeable differences in the added compression errors,
then revalidation of the lossy compression scheme may be
required.

This paper investigates how variability of lossy compression
algorithms impacts the ability to use lossy compression for
checkpoint-restart. Our contributions are:

• validation of the robustness of prior work [16] that estab-
lishes bounds on acceptable compression error tolerances
when considering changes in the compressor and different
versions of the same lossy compressor;

• exploration of the variability of lossy compression algo-
rithms across several generations with respect to perfor-
mance and distribution of compression error;

• and analysis of the deviation in HPC data when restarting
from lossy compressed checkpoints.

II. MOTIVATION

Prior work [16] establishes a region of valid error tolerances
to be used in lossy compressed checkpoint-restart (LCCR),978-1-7281-4734-5/19/$31.00 c©2019 IEEE
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Fig. 1: Error distribution in x-component of momenta after evolving PlasComCM simulation for 20,540 time-steps after lossy restart.

Checkpoint Error
Application Problem Size Bound

PlasComCM [18] 2D homogeneous Euler flow past a fixed cylinder with non-periodic boundaries 4 MB 1e−6
Nek5000 [19] Laminar 3D Navier-Stokes channel flow with periodic boundaries 16 MB 1e−7

Isabel [20] Data set from Hurricane simulation 95 MB 1e−6

TABLE I: Test Applications

that upon restart do not yield error above the simulation’s
accuracy level dictated by the spatial discretization and choice
of numerical method. The work claims the methodology is
valid for any lossy compressor with absolute error bounding,
but only presents results using SZ-1.3. Testing with addi-
tional compressors is required to verify its generality. Prior
work [21] looks at error distribution produced by different
lossy compressors after LCCR, but does not consider how the
error distribution changes through successive iterations after
recovery from a LCC.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of compression errors in the
x-component of momenta from PlasComCM [18] (see Sec-
tion IV) at time-step 35,540. This figure shows that different
versions of the same compressor can vary wildly in error
distribution, indicating that generalizations made for an old
version of a lossy compressor do not necessarily apply to
newer versions. This error variation between versions of a
single compressor requires additional analysis.

We validate the assertion made in [16] by testing the
error propagation and attenuation for different versions of
SZ and ZFP. We expand on [16] and [21] by considering
how the error distribution changes after with each time-step
after recovering two production applications used in prior
work [16], PlasComCM [18] and Nek5000 [19], from LCCRs
using each version of SZ and ZFP. In addition, we identify how
the performance of each compressor improves and degrades
across successive versions when compressing data from data
sets of increasing size (see Table I).

III. LOSSY COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

We test several versions of SZ and ZFP. We use SZ-1.3
because it is the last version of SZ that uses the original
algorithm [5]; SZ-1.4.9b because it uses a new algorithm that
compresses using multidimensional analysis [22]; SZ-1.4.11
because it includes an increase to the number of allowable
data points; and SZ-2.0 because it uses a new algorithm that

combines ideas from the previous algorithms [23]. We test
with ZFP-0.4.1 because it is the oldest version of ZFP that
obeys the current ZFP API and also works for 3D arrays
that are not multiples of four; ZFP-0.5.1 because it adds an
optimization to encode blocks with values of zero or values
with magnitudes less than the specified tolerance using a single
bit; and ZFP-0.5.4 because it is the latest and contains slight
improvements for previously introduced features [24].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Testing Methodology

All experiments are run on Clemson’s Palmetto Cluster [25]
with nodes comprising: two Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs at
2.4 GHz and 372 GB DDR4 RAM. GCC 4.8.1 compiles all
lossy compressors and test applications in Table I. We use the
Isabel data only to show impact of large data size. We select
these test applications because they highlight error dissipation
in PlasComCM and error retention with Nek5000 [16].

B. Impact on Compressor Performance

Newer releases of lossy compression algorithms add new
features and improve performance. Users need to know how
the newer versions perform in relation to the previous versions
with respect to the compression ratio, compression bandwidth,
and decompression bandwidth for effective integration.

Previous work [16] validates a compression error toler-
ance selection methodology using SZ-1.3 but argues that the
methodology extends to any lossy compressor able to respect
and absolute error bound. We provide further validation of
this work by using SZ-1.3 and ZFP-0.4.1 as baselines to
show how newer versions of SZ and ZFP perform on our
test applications (see Table I). Thus, we explore the impact
of the compressors on small, medium, and large data sets.
To analyze how newer versions function as replacements for
already validated workflows, we set up our configuration files
as similarly as possible to the baseline.
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Fig. 2: Relative performance of newer versions of SZ and ZFP to their baseline. Raw averages shown above lines bars.

In order to determine how performance metrics such as
compression ratio and compression and decompression band-
width change across versions, we collect data across 2550
time-steps from PlascomCM, 300 time-steps from Nek5000,
and one time-step of the hurricane Isabel data set. We com-
press and decompress the time-step data using each compres-
sor with an absolute error bound. When compressing the data
sets in Table I, we use established bounds from literature [16],
[20]. Averaging each metric across all variables for each
compressor version results in each version having a single
value for each metric at each time-step. Normalizing at each
time-step against the corresponding metric and time-step from
the baseline compressor, then averaging across all time-steps
determines if performance improves with newer versions of
each compressor. We compute the averages in this way because
the compression ratios for the PlascomCM and Isabel data sets
vary by orders of magnitude between variables.

Fig. 2 shows that as the data size increases, newer versions
of SZ and ZFP show an increase in performance over their
baselines, except for the decompression bandwidth for newer
versions of SZ. Although the decompression bandwidth for
newer versions of SZ is no better than the baseline in our tests,
its performance relative to the baseline does slightly improve
across successive versions. The newer ZFP versions perform
consistently for the PlascomCM and Nek5000 data sets and
show slight improvements in relative performance as the data
size increases. Decompression bandwidth benefits the most for
new versions of ZFP.

SZ is more sensitive to changes in data size, where as
ZFP shows more stable performance across data sizes. For
small data sets, the newer SZ versions perform worse than the
baseline and should not be used in those circumstances. Newer
versions of SZ are better suited to large data sets than previous
versions. This highlights SZ’s design focus on targeting large
data volumes that bottleneck large-scale systems, as seen in
the recent algorithm changes. The algorithm underlying ZFP
has been more stable, as indicated by more consistent perfor-
mance. Newer versions that better compress special cases —
e.g., such as blocks of all zeros — help ZFP perform better
on larger data sets that leverage more of these optimizations.

While the newer versions of SZ show lower decompression
bandwidth, they provide better compression and significantly

better compression bandwidth for large data sets than the
baseline. This indicates that these versions are much better
for checkpointing or storing for analysis/archiving large data
sets. Because the decompression bandwidth is lower than the
SZ-1.3 baseline, recovery from a lossy compressed checkpoint
is a greater burden with newer versions of SZ. ZFP’s consistent
compression and decompression bandwidth irrespective of file
size combined with its amenability to hardware implementa-
tion [6] indicate that it is well suited for memory compression
and network communication compression.

We conclude that ZFP offers more stability that SZ. How-
ever, as the algorithm in SZ stabilizes, performance variation
should stabilize as well.

C. Impact on HPC Data

Prior work [16] verifies correctness by computing the max-
norm between the state variables and ensuring it is less than
the simulation’s level of accuracy. This analysis shows that
there are differences in how the simulation responds to the
compression error upon restart. However, the max-norm is
only a point-wise measure of deviation in the state variables
and does not account for how common this deviation is.
Investigating deviation in more detail offers insight as to
how statistical properties of the simulation may change when
restarting from an LCC.

1) PlasComCM

Fig. 3(a) shows the evolution of mean error for the x-
component of momenta in PlasComCM (other variables ex-
hibit similar behavior). There is no deviation in the state
variables before restart at time-step 15,000. Over time, as
erroneous flow leaves the domain due to non-periodic bound-
ary conditions, the mean errors move toward zero. Until
this occurs, statistics computed with this data are perturbed.
Restarting from the second LCC at time 30,000 causes similar
mean errors that reduce over time. The magnitude of error in
all the variables is always less than the simulation’s accuracy
of 1.8e−5. Thus, yielding numerically equivalent runs to a
simulation using lossless compression [16].

Investigating the standard deviation in the mean error shows
noticeable differences between SZ and ZFP and between
different version of SZ. For example, SZ-1.3 produces the
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(b) Nek5000: x-velocity.

Fig. 3: Mean error in select variables from between PlasComCM and
Nek5000 simulations restarting from lossy compressed checkpoints
compared to simulations restarting from normal checkpoints. The
shaded region about the mean indicates the standard deviation.

largest spread in distribution of compression error. Newer
versions of SZ greatly improve on this spread. Over time, the
standard deviation in the compression error for newer versions
of SZ reduces while SZ-1.3’s standard deviation increases.
The best SZ version with respect to mean error and standard
deviation is SZ-1.4.9. ZFP behaves most similarly to SZ-1.3
as the standard deviation in mean error grows over time.

2) Nek5000

Fig. 3(b) shows the evolution of the average error for the
x-component of velocity for Nek5000. As with PlasComCM,
there is no deviation in the state variables before the first restart
at time-step 1,500. At this point the mean error deviates from
zero and remains there for the remainder of the simulation.
After the second restart at time-step 11,500, the mean error
deviates further, and is most evident in SZ-1.4.11. Comparing
the mean error for the other SZ versions to SZ-1.3, SZ-1.4.9
performs the best. Because the magnitude of error in the
simulation checkpointed using ZFP is noticeably lower than
that in the simulations checkpointed using versions of SZ, ZFP
outperforms SZ. For all variables, the magnitude of error is
always less than the simulation’s accuracy of 1e−5. Thus,
yielding numerically equivalent runs to a simulation using
lossless compression [16].

Examining the standard deviation of mean error in Fig. 3
highlights notable physical properties of the simulation,
namely periodic boundary conditions and direction of flow.
For all state variables and compressors, the standard deviation
increases with successive restarts and remains nearly constant
as the simulation evolves. This indicates that the error does
not leaving the domain due to the selection of periodic
boundary conditions. For this simulation, the fluid flows in
the x direction. Because this variable has a large range, it
has a unique distribution of error. The y and z-components
(not shown) of velocity have similar distributions of values
and therefore have similar distributions of error. The pressure
variable’s values (not shown) are fairly uniform which leads
to a low standard deviation in the mean error.

D. Discussion

Comparing the distribution of errors in the PlasComCM
and Nek5000 simulations highlight the importance of physical

properties on the attenuation and propagation of compression
error. When using LCCR with simulations using periodic
boundary conditions, simulations must ensure that persistent
deviations do not impact accuracy with repeated restarts.

Although not required in these simulations, conservation
laws would not be persevered as the mean error for all the
state variables differs from zero. This conveys the need for
further exploration of how statistical properties change when
advancing the simulation with lossy compressed data.

V. RELATED WORK

Recent work explores the error distribution of various
lossy compression algorithms when compressing HPC data
and shows that the distribution of compression errors no-
ticeably changes between compressors [21]. Our work ex-
plores how the variability in the error distribution changes
between different versions of the same compressor and how
this change impacts correctness of simulations that use lossy
compressed checkpoint-restart. Analyzing the performance of
lossy compression algorithms helps create performance mod-
els and define use cases [16], [26]–[28]. Prior approaches
explore trial-and-error approaches for selecting the compres-
sor’s error bound for checkpoint-restart [13], [14], in-line
computation [15], or data analytics [29]–[31]. Other work
explores how different error bounding metrics impact floating-
point truncation error [32] and the resulting distribution of
compression error [21] and how to define error tolerance
selection methodologies for checkpointing [16], [17].

VI. CONCLUSION

Prior work [16] details an error tolerance selection method-
ology, claiming that it is robust to selection of any lossy
compressor with absolute error bounding. We further explore
its validity, by restarting PlascomCM [18] and Nek5000 [19]
from LCCs generated by several versions of SZ and ZFP, and
analyzing how the error distribution changes across time steps.
When considering the distribution of errors, newer versions of
SZ improve over SZ-1.3 by having a lower standard deviation
in the mean error of the state variables. ZFP yields almost
identical distribution of errors, which allows for easy transition
to newer versions without workflow revalidation. Because
the error stays well within tolerance for all time-steps, we
conclude that the methodology is robust to selection of lossy
compressor. In addition, our experimental results show that
new versions of the SZ compressor yield better performance on
larger data sets, sacrificing performance on smaller data sets.
New versions of ZFP generally perform better than previous
versions in all metrics when compressing data sets of any size.
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